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Egyptian Myths The Legendary Past
Sit Back & Enjoy Classic Myths of Imagination, Fun & Adventure For Kids!
Imagine, for thousands of years people have been telling each other stories...,
Eventually, someone decided it's such an AMAZING story that they should write
it down. Those are the myths we have today! They are the greatest stories ever
written. Mythology is the rich collection of stories called myths from cultures all
over the world. They are stories about how the world was created and why
certain things happen. Myths tell of gods, heroes, and events that a group
believes, or at one time believed, to be real. Studying them is like following a map
of the human imagination. These mythological stories are perfect to introduce
your children of all ages. It will help them to develop strong reading skills It will
introduce them to positive character traits It will teach them about culture &
history It will unlock their imagination and much more, At History Brought Alive
we have a passion for everything from the past. The books we write are full of fun
facts and even more fun stories that will make you think about the past and our
ancestors in new and exciting ways. In this book you will discover: Where Myths
Come From Myths From Ancient Egyptian, Greek, Rome, Norse, Celtic & More
How Thor, of Marvel Fame Got His Hammer Moral Stories Including, The
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Shepherd Boy & The Wolf Rome - Beginnings of The World's First Superpower
Mysteries & Secrets Surrounding The Egyptian Pyramids And much, much
more.... Enter into a world of Mythology for Kids with This Book.
Egyptian MythsUniversity of Texas Press
This illustrated volume presents myths from five ancient cultures: Egyptian,
Greek, Roman, Celtic and Norse.
In Quest for Conception, Marcia C. Inhorn portrays the poignant struggles of
poor, urban Egyptian women and their attempts to overcome infertility. The
author draws upon fifteen months of fieldwork in urban Egypt to present moving
stories of infertile Muslim women whose tumultuous medical pilgrimages have yet
to produce the desired pregnancies. Inhorn examines the devastating impact of
infertility on the lives of these women, who are threatened with divorce by their
husbands, harassed by their husbands' families, and ostracized by neighbors.
One of the most persistent themes in myth and legend from the world's many
cultures is the story of the journey - the quest. In Mythical Journeys, Legendary
Quests, Moyra Caldecott shows the connection between the sacred, mythic
journeys as found in legend and story and the real journey of the individual soul
towards enlightenment. This perennial quest for reassurance in the face of
human mortality is spread as wide as our existence on the planet and throughout
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history. Indeed Carl Jung and Joseph Campbell have shown us that myth and
legend are not just fantasy tales for children. They are powerful expressions, in
code, of a deep yearning towards an understanding of human existence. Moyra
Caldecott has selected material from many cultures to illustrate this: from ancient
Egypt and Sumeria to aboriginal Australia, pre-Columbian America, Vietnam,
India, Africa and Europe. For each legend she provides background on its origin
and detailed analysis of its meaning and significance.
"The George Gund Foundation imprint in African American studies."
Women artists of the Harlem Renaissance dealt with issues that were unique to
both their gender and their race. They experienced racial prejudice, which limited
their ability to obtain training and to be taken seriously as working artists. They
also encountered prevailing sexism, often an even more serious barrier. Including
seventy-two black and white illustrations, this book chronicles the challenges of
women artists, who are in some cases unknown to the general public, and places
their achievements in the artistic and cultural context of early twentieth-century
America. Contributors to this first book on the women artists of the Harlem
Renaissance proclaim the legacy of Edmonia Lewis, Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller,
Augusta Savage, Selma Burke, Elizabeth Prophet, Lois Maillou Jones, Elizabeth
Catlett, and many other painters, sculptors, and printmakers. In a time of more
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rigid gender roles, women artists faced the added struggle of raising families and
attempting to gain support and encouragement from their often-reluctant spouses
in order to pursue their art. They also confronted the challenge of convincing their
fellow male artists that they, too, should be seen as important contributors to the
artistic innovation of the era.
Introduce readers to the elaborate mythology of ancient Egypt. This book provides
detailed discussion of the mythology's importance to its own culture and the impact it
had on subsequent cultures. The numerous deities worshipped by the ancient
Egyptians are described and their importance to different groups and in different
regions within the empire are explained. Stories are retold along with explanation of
how they reflect the values and concerns of Egyptian culture. Readers will also learn
how the myths have made their way to Pop culture.
The new National Geographic Treasury of Egyptian Mythology is a stunning tableau of
Egyptian myths, including those of pharaohs, queens, the boisterous Sun God Ra, and
legendary creatures like the Sphinx. The lyrical storytelling of award-winning author
Donna Jo Napoli dramatizes the timeless tales of ancient Egypt in the year when
Angelina Jolie will make Cleopatra a multimedia star. And just like the popular National
Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology, the stories in this book will be beautifully
illustrated to bring ancient characters vividly to life. The stories are embellished with
sidebars that provide historical, cultural, and geographic context and a mapping feature
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that adds to the fun and fascination. Resource notes and ample back matter direct
readers to discover more about ancient Egypt. With its attractive design and beautiful
narrative, this accessible treasury stands out from all other mythology titles in the
marketplace.
Contains a fresh, lively discussion of Egyptian art in American collections, written by the
curator of Egyptian, classical, and ancient Middle E astern art at the Brooklyn Museum
of Art, New York. Includes an essay by John Olbrantz (Director, Hallie Ford Museum of
Art, Willamette U., Salem, Oregon) on collectors, curators, and the rise of Egyptian
collections in the US. Abundantly illustrated in color and b&w. Distributed by U. of
Washington Press. Annotation (c)2003 Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com).
Before Writing gives a new perspective on the evolution of communication. It points out
that when writing began in Mesopotamia it was not, as previously thought, a sudden
and spontaneous invention. Instead, it was the outgrowth of many thousands of years'
worth of experience at manipulating symbols. In Volume I: From Counting to Cuneiform,
Denise Schmandt-Besserat describes how in about 8000 B.C., coinciding with the rise
of agriculture, a system of counters, or tokens, appeared in the Near East. These
tokens—small, geometrically shaped objects made of clay—represented various units of
goods and were used to count and account for them. The token system was a
breakthrough in data processing and communication that ultimately led to the invention
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of writing about 3100 B.C. Through a study of archaeological and epigraphic evidence,
Schmandt-Besserat traces how the Sumerian cuneiform script, the first writing system,
emerged from a counting device. In Volume II: A Catalog of Near Eastern Tokens,
Schmandt-Besserat presents the primary data on which she bases her theories. These
data consist of several thousand tokens, catalogued by country, archaeological site,
and token types and subtypes. The information also includes the chronology,
stratigraphy, museum ownership, accession or field number, references to previous
publications, material, and size of the artifacts. Line drawings and photographs illustrate
the various token types.
History Academy's brand-new book about Egyptian mythology will tell you all about
ancient Egyptian divinities, pharaohs and legendary creatures like the Sphinx. The book
includes detailed descriptions about ancient Egypt's historical and cultural background
and maps to help you findwhere the events took place. Ancient Egypt's myths still
influence our modern collective culture with its stories about powerful gods and
pharaohs, curses, mummies and Pyramids. History Academy offers you a complete
volume meant to reveal the mysteries of Ancient Egypt. The book begins with Egyptian
myths from the predynastic period and it ends with tales from the period after the
pharaonic domain. The Egyptian society was born along the Nile and the natural
phenomena connected to the river were thought to be divinities like Anubis, terrifying
god of the underworld or Hathor goddess of women and fertility. The gods of ancient
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Egypt were more than 1500 but they all represented natural forces, social phenomena
and abstract concepts. This guide will introduce you to the origins of ancient Egypt's
gods and demons whose worship filled the lives of everyoneat the time, both pharaohs
and common people. This volume is the most complete collection of ancient Egypt's
myths you could ever wish for. Enjoy, dear listeners
Learn more about the ancient beliefs of Egypt, with their rituals, fallacies, and
conclusions. This book is dedicated to exploring the gods and goddesses that the
Egyptians feared and worshiped. This guide includes subtopics such as: The entire
story of the creation of the world and human race the Egyptians embraced.
Backgrounds and legendary tales about Osiris, Horus, and other gods and goddesses.
The significance of the iconography, burial rituals, and pyramids in regards to their
religion and civilization. The meaning of scarabs, the Tjet, and the Djed. And much
more! This book will contribute to your knowledge and understanding of one of the most
ancient societies in our written history. Their beliefs, habits, and imaginary beings
shape some of the consecutive historical events and passed on a culture that was
advanced and sophisticated beyond our comprehension. In a way, Egyptian history and
mythology have create a true mystery, and yet, we can learn from their correctness and
mistakes in the same sense
This volume investigates Paul Tillich’s relationship to Asian religions and locates Tillich
in a global religious context. It appreciates Tillich’s heritage within the western and
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eastern religious contexts and explores the possibility of global religious-cultural
understanding through the dialogue of Tillich’s thought and East-West religious-cultural
matrix.

Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 24. Chapters: Apep, Bennu,
Ehi (Alexandrian folklore), El Naddaha, Great Sphinx of Giza, Griffin,
Hieracosphinx, Index of Egyptian mythology articles, Petsuchos, Serpopard, Set
animal, Three-legged crow, Uraeus. Excerpt: The Great Sphinx of Giza (Arabic:,
English: The Terrifying One), commonly referred to as the Sphinx, is a limestone
statue of a reclining or couchant sphinx (a mythical creature with a lion's body
and a human head) that stands on the Giza Plateau on the west bank of the Nile
in Giza, Egypt. It is the largest monolith statue in the world, standing 73.5 metres
(241 ft) long, 19.3 metres (63 ft) wide, and 20.22 m (66.34 ft) high. It is the oldest
known monumental sculpture, and is commonly believed to have been built by
ancient Egyptians of the Old Kingdom during the reign of the Pharaoh Khafra (c.
2558-2532 BC). The Brazilian Imperial Family in front of sphinx, 1871.The Great
Sphinx is one of the world's largest and oldest statues but basic facts about it,
such as when it was built, and by whom, are still debated. These questions have
resulted in the popular idea of the "Riddle of the Sphinx," alluding to the original
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Greek legend of the Riddle of the Sphinx. The Great Sphinx in about 1880, partly
under the sand The Great Sphinx partially excavated The Sphinx against the
Pyramid of KhafrePliny The Elder mentioned the Great Sphinx in his book,
Natural History, commenting that the Egyptians looked upon the statue as a
"divinity" that has been passed over in silence and "that King Harmais was buried
in it." It is not known by what name the creators called their statue, as the Great
Sphinx does not appear in any known inscription of the Old Kingdom, and there
are no inscriptions anywhere describing its construction or its original purpose. In
the New Kingdom, the Sphinx was called Hor-em-akhet (English: Horus of...
Integrates the Egyptian pantheon, the ancient language of astrology, and
shamanic practices • Links each of the planets and signs in Western astrology
with its Egyptian counterpart, such as Leo with Anubis • Includes sacred
invocations and shamanic rituals to invite the wisdom of each Egyptian deity into
your life • Offers a shamanic way to interpret natal horoscopes Shamanic
Egyptian Astrology integrates the Egyptian pantheon, the ancient language of
astrology, and shamanic practices to promote a new way to interpret and work
with natal charts. Revealing the cross-cultural mythology and astrological
significance of the individual Egyptian gods and goddesses, the authors link each
of the 12 zodiac signs and 11 celestial bodies of Western astrology with its
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Egyptian ancestor, introducing new significance to their positions and interactions
in a horoscope. For example, Leo is linked with Anubis and Taurus with Hathor.
Venus is associated with the goddess Isis and Jupiter with Horus. Each chapter
includes sacred invocations and shamanic rituals to invite the wisdom of each
Egyptian deity into your life--such as calling on Sekhmet for action or Thoth for
clarity. With sample interpretations of the charts of Barack Obama and Gloria
Steinem, this book provides a practical framework for accessing the wisdom of
ancient Egypt and offers astrological and shamanic tools for spiritual guidance
and the coming shift in planetary consciousness.
A mystical adventure to Egyptian Mythology is waiting for you to discover in this
AWESOME coloring book! Adult Coloring Books have been proven to be a
therapeutic and stress relieving activity. Join us on a magical journey witnessing
legendary Egyptian Gods! Why this Ancient Egypt Coloring Book? 35 coloring
pages of Egyptian Gods, Mummies, Pharaohs, Myths, Hieroglyphs and more!
Sized at 8.5" X 11" 72 Pages. Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its
own page. Great for All Skill Levels. It's a perfect a wonderful gift for kids and
adults who love Ancient Egyptian mythology, history and lore. Beautiful
Illustrations!. Every page you color will pull you into a legendary Egyptian world
where your responsibilities will seem to fade away!!
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'What is the basic building block of the universe?' Thales of Miletus was the first
to ask this fundamental, yet to be answered, question in the sixth century B.C.
This book offers an in-depth account of the answers he gave and of his
adventure into many areas of learning: philosophy, science, mathematics and
astronomy. Thales proved that the events of nature were comprehensible to man
and could be explained without the intervention of mythological beings.
Henceforth they became subject to investigation, experiment, questioning and
discussion. Presenting for the first time in the English language a comprehensive
study of Thales of Miletus, Patricia O'Grady brings Thales out of pre-Socratic
shadows into historical illumination and explores why this historical figure has
proved to be of lasting significance.
Unearth the magic and mythology of ancient Egyptian gods and goddesses From
the rising of the morning sun to the summer flooding of the Nile River, the ancient
Egyptians believed powerful gods and goddesses ruled over every aspect of their
daily lives. This Egyptian mythology guide takes you on a trip through the sands
of time to explore the world of pharaohs and sphinxes--ancient Egypt! Featuring
illustrated myths of incredible Egyptian gods and goddesses, these stories
describe the magic each deity performed along the Nile. You'll also learn about
how Egyptian mythology was a key part of ancient Egyptian culture, like pyramid
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building, the mummification process, and even the worshiping of cats. This
Egyptian mythology collection includes: Narratives from the Nile--Explore the
gods and goddesses of Egyptian mythology, from the familiar to the lesserknown, through 20 easy-to-follow myths. Amazing artwork--Take a look at the
gods, goddesses, and artifacts of the long-extinct ancient Egyptian empire with
captivating illustrations and photos. Fast pharaoh facts--Dig into ancient Egyptian
mythology and culture with plenty of awesome facts on everything from
hieroglyphs to the popular board game, Senet. Explore the legendary lives of
ancient gods and goddesses with this rich treasury of Egyptian mythology.
Introduces and retells Egyptian creation legends, myths, and fables, and
illustrates their importance in understanding the imagination and world view of
the ancient Egyptians
Goddess of the sky. The mother of mothers. The Eye of Ra. Goddess of beauty.
The powerful goddess Hathor had many roles in Ancient Egypt. In this
empowering and engaging narrative, learn about this Egyptian deity's past as the
deadly Sekhmet and how she was reborn as the benevolent Hathor. Find out
where she fits in a family of gods. Additional facts explore Hathor's role in Ancient
Egyptian culture and how the goddess's influence appears in popular culture
today.
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This book introduces readers to Egyptian mythology, presents legendary
characters and stories, and shows how Egyptian myths have influenced our
culture. Readers are engaged with historical content while sharpening their skills
at analyzing images and identifying evidence.
Drawing on archaeological and literary evidence, Dilwyn Jones examines the
importance of the boat in Egyptian ritual and belief, as well as in everyday life.
The sun god was thought to travel across the sky in a solar boat, and Egyptians
believed that the deserving might join the god Osiris in his divine bark after death.
Boats played an important part in funerary ritual; models were often placed in
tombs to provide the deceased with safe passage through the Winding Waterway
in the underworld. Also, boats are frequently depicted in tomb paintings. The Nile
has always been a vital transport artery for Egypt and boats the principal means
of travel. Early papyrus skiffs gradually gave way to wooden craft of increasing
size and sophistication, ranging from fishing boats and barges to seagoing
warships, splendid ships of state and enormous obelisk barges used to transport
stone to temples and monuments. Dilwyn Jones traces the development of the
different types of boats and the techniques of their construction through the Old,
Middle, and New Kingdom periods. The book is illustrated with photographs of
boat models and paintings and with line drawings.
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Open Up Your Egyptian Treasure Box! Enter a world where gods and goddesses
bring about the most mysterious of worlds, where a lasting kingdom is formed
and a legendary empire follows; where myths are told that echo throughout
centuries and beyond: The treasure that is Egyptian mythology is an undeniable
pleasure to read. Explore another world of ancient times, never to be forgotten.
The motifs of the famous Egyptian tales are similar to that of many other
mythologies: Magic is a handy way to explain the extraordinary; the heroes are
larger-than-life, as they are quite literally the gods that bring about the nature of
the universe; harrowing journeys are undertaken; the underworld is as real as
this world, and the afterlife must be carefully prepared for; battles are fought and
empires are forged. The Egyptians were one of the most successful empires in
history, and their legacy survives because their traditions and texts were
preserved in the most elaborate tombs created by civilization. We can see the
Egyptian evolution from warring tribes, to a unified kingdom, to a triumphant and
long-lasting empire through the thread of their treasure trove of myths and tales.
This book can take you through that journey, beginning with an overview of the
Egyptian peoples and cultures, and into an understanding of their pantheon of
gods and goddesses, to beautiful and haunting tales of creation and ritual, and
into a glimpse into who these peoples actually were via the stories they held
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dear. Some specific elements you will encounter: - Some of the main gods of the
Egyptian pantheon, with all their quirks and foibles - The beauty of the devotion
of Isis to the tragic god Osiris and their son Horus - The lasting devotion to
animal heroes-from Anubis the Jackal to Bastet the Cat - One of the most
complex and fascinating stories of Creation-Maat and Time - The everlasting
brilliance of the ultimate Sun God, Ra - The making of the pharaohs-from kings to
divine beings - Mystical ritual and unending cycle of life-from Osiris to the Book of
the Dead - The devotion to death and the devourers of light - The unfailing
devotion in all daily life to the preservation of balance and harmony - A glimpse
into all of the myriad ways that Egyptian culture and its mythology still yet
influence our world today Egyptian mythology is diverse and fascinating, offering
us an insight into how ancient people believed and lived, what they valued and
vilified, and how they existed and thrived. Finally, if you have enjoyed these
treasured tales of Egyptian mythology, don't forget to explore the other fantastic
realms of mythological magic in this series of books: Treasures of Egyptian
Mythology, Treasures of Norse Mythology, Treasures of Roman Mythology, and
Treasures of Greek Mythology. You will find yourself in awe of the sweeping
scope of history and culture represented by these mythological traditions, as well
as have a better understanding of how we continually make and re-make these
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myths for our own times. That's the fabulous thing about myths: They never truly
die.
The "Egyptian Mythology Illustrated for Beginners" is a stunning tableau of
Egyptian myths, including those of pharaohs, queens, the boisterous Sun God
Ra and legendary creatures.The lyrical and simply storytelling of ancient Egypt in
the year when Angelina Jolie will make Cleopatra a multimedia star and the
stories in this book will be beautifully illustrated to bring the ancient characters
back to live. The Stories are embellished with cultural and geographic context
illustrations with a mapping feature that adds fun and charm. Resource notes and
back matter direct readers to discover more about ancient Egypt and her
MythsWith its attractive design and beautiful narrative, this accessible treasury
stands out from all other mythology titles in the marketplace .If you want to start
taking your first steps in the fascinating Egyptian Mythology: This book is for you!
55% OFF for Bookstores! Discounted Retail Price NOW at 14.88 $ instead of
29.99 $! This book sells fast and won't stay in stock for too long Egyptian
Mythology is a stunning tableau of Egyptian myths, including those of pharaohs,
queens, the boisterous Sun God Ra, and legendary creatures like the Sphinx.
The lyrical storytelling of award-winning author Donna Jo Napoli dramatizes the
timeless tales of ancient Egypt in the year when Angelina Jolie will make
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Cleopatra a multimedia star. And just like the popular National Geographic
Treasury of Greek Mythology, the stories in this book will be beautifully illustrated
to bring ancient characters vividly to life. Buy it NOW and let your customers get
addicted to this amazing book!
A Treasure Trove of Intrigue, Drama & Passion If you want a huge collection of
the best myths & captivating stories Gods, Supernatural Beings & Heroes With
Extraordinary Powers then keep reading… Ancient Mythology is the foundation of
The World. Every civilization and culture has its own myths, legends and heroic
acts that defines them. Myths tell the stories of our ancestors and the origins of
The World. Stories that have been formed by people from all over the Earth,
throughout all of time. All over the world there are marvelous stories, stories that
once upon a time were believed to be true but are today limited to the sphere of
ancient myths and legends. Did you know that many consumer products get their
names from Greek mythology? Nike sneakers are the namesake of the goddess
of victory and the website Amazon is named after the race of mythical female
warriors. Many high school, college and professional sports teams (Titans,
Spartans and Trojans, for instance) also get their names from mythological
sources. Escape from everyday life to the timeless tales of Ancient Mythology.
From the earliest known myth, the Epic of Gilgamesh to the Heavenly Journey of
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Ra, the Mythical Realms of Chinese Mythology and much, much more. Uncover,
what we believe, is one of the most important pieces of knowledge we can ever
acquire as human beings – our beginnings. In this book you will discover:
Mythical Animals, Demons and Monsters Natural Phenomena Inspiring Myths
The Major Figures of Greek mythology The Sphinx, A Creature with the Body of a
Lion and the Head of a Human Common Elements Across Ancient Mythologies
Egyptian Gods, Goddesses and Pharaohs The Epic of Gilgamesh The Most
Famous Celtic Myths The Hundred-handed Ones The Most Famous Sumerian
Myths Aztec Mythology Chinese Mythology And Much, much more…. Don't miss
out on this captivating world of mythology, scroll up and click Buy This Book
A book of wisdom teachings and rituals that invoke ancient Egyptian deities to
awaken human consciousness • Provides guided shamanic visualizations to
invoke 26 of the most significant gods • Takes the reader through shamanic
portals of death, rebirth, and illumination • Reconciles internal conflict through a
sacred marriage of heart and mind In Shamanic Mysteries of Egypt, Nicki Scully
and Linda Star Wolf renew humanity’s connection to the ancient gods of Egypt,
the neteru. Voices from these divine ancestors remind us of the healing power of
the heart, and call us to bring their consciousness into the present to help us
remember our true nature as divine humans with sacred purpose. The authors
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provide rituals, meditations, and rites of passage to help us meet our personal
and planetary challenges with grace, wisdom, and love. The shamanic initiations
provided are invoked, directly experienced, and transformed into embodied
wisdom that awakens consciousness and illumines the intelligence of the heart.
Scully and Star Wolf focus their rituals on 26 of the primary divine entities that
preside over the ancient mysteries whose roots are in Old Kingdom and prehistoric Egypt. This fresh interpretation of ancient mysteries unites the energies
of Thoth and Anubis to guide us through the current cycle of Earth changes and
to help us remember who we really are at heart. Through these passages,
Anubis lives up to his ancient title as the Opener of the Way, and Thoth as the
Architect of Higher Learning. Together they evoke their power to unite heart and
mind in the sacred marriage that brings transformation, renewal, and the
awakening of consciousness.
This comprehensive study explores the region's 'forgotten' narratives, myths and
traditions. Drawing on stories from Ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, Anatolia, SyriaPalestine and Persia, Wasilewska shows how these narratives of creation,
destruction and rebirth reach to the very roots of the Biblical and Quranic
Genesis.
Explores the religious practices and traditions of ancient Middle Eastern cultures,
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discussing pyramids, tombs, and Egyptian temples, and describing the gods,
rulers, beliefs about afterlife, and worship rituals of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and
Syria-Palestine.
A type of folklore, myth is central to all cultures. Written by a leading authority
and of use to high school students, undergraduates, and general readers, this
reference offers a convenient overview of the role of myth around the world. The
volume defines and classifies types of myth and provides examples from different
cultural traditions. It then overviews various approaches to studying myth. This is
followed by a look at myth in relation to its contexts, such as religion, politics, and
popular culture. The volume closes with a bibliography of print and electronic
resources and a glossary.
Two captivating manuscripts in one book: African Mythology: Captivating Myths
of Gods, Goddesses, and Legendary Creatures of Africa Egyptian Gods: A
Captivating Guide to Atum, Horus, Seth, Isis, Anubis, Ra, Thoth, Sekhmet, Geb,
Hathor and Other Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt
"A fascinating first look at the religion and mythology of the ancient Egyptians." -Classical World The rich panorama of ancient Egyptian mythology has survived
through tomb paintings, temple inscriptions, and papyri. This account begins with
the creation legends of Heliopolis, Memphis, and Hermopolis and illustrates the
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intellectual struggles of the Egyptians to explain the beginning of the world. The
myths that follow range from stories about the gods-- the murder of Osiris and
vengeance of Horus, Isis and the seven scorpions, Sakhmet and the virtual
slaughter of mankind-- to fables such as the Shipwrecked Sailor and the
Enchanted Island. Through these delightful and often amusing tales, we can
appreciate more fully the beliefs and imagination of the ancient Egyptians.
The calendar material in this expanded edition of Walk Like An Egyptian provides
further insight into the mind of the ancient world, a glimpse into a world in which
every element of reality was a manifestation of the divine and the cosmic, a time
in which even the counting of days and months into years was a mystery of
divine proportions. The calendar of ancient Egypt is older than astrology. The
Egyptian calendar itself is almost forgotten, yet it is the direct ancestor of the
Western calendar in use today. The ancient Egyptians were keenly focused on
the concept of life as a journey through time, and the calendar was their map. In
Walk Like An Egyptian, you will find one of the world's oldest guides to selfnavigation in an easy-to-use format, a daily horoscope from the dawn of history.
Each season, month and day is listed with its ancient name, together with the
warnings and requirements, stories and scenarios of the gods involved in the
story of the year. The day is divided into eight-hour segments of morning,
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afternoon and night. Sacred ceremonies and ritual feasts are also listed, making
the calendar a complete guide to the Egyptian year, a horoscope unlike any other
available in the modern world. The earlier editions of Walk Like An Egyptian
brought the concepts of ancient Egyptian religion and philosophy into the context
of the modern world. Readers around the globe found the once-obscure ideas of
ancient wisdom interpreted as profound contemplations of the reality of human
nature. Many familiar names in the ancient pantheon were revealed in modern
terms, such as: Osiris, the divine and immortal portion of each human's soul
clothed in mortal flesh; Re, the divine light of consciousness in the mind; Horus,
who is the paradox of the universal nature of each soul's unique identity; Isis,
bonding force of the soul; Thoth, representing the power of human thought and
intellect, and more. The success of Walk Like An Egyptian led to Wheeler's
collaboration with Diana Janeen Pierce, who had assembled a daily calendar of
ancient Egyptian ceremonies, rituals and festivals. Wheeler and Pierce worked
together on a translation of the lengthy and difficult Cairo Calendar Papyri, one of
the few surviving documents detailing the system by which Egyptians organized
their daily lives. Wheeler's accompanying interpretation of the Egyptian cosmos
makes a lively counterpart to the horoscope, clarifying the often confusing
material. Together, Wheeler and Pierce provide a modern evaluation of how to
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"walk like an Egyptian," attuned to eternity in your daily life and guided by eternal
principles.
Consists of nearly two thousand entries covering all aspects of mythology,
including Greek, Roman, Native American, Indian, Japanese, Sumerian, and
Egyptian.
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